Small Grant Recipients

1. **Camara de Comercio de Guatemala & Welcoming Center for New Pennsylvanians**
   Countries: Guatemala & USA
   Objectives: The goal is to develop a business acceleration model based on innovation that generates a methodology that will help Guatemala entrepreneurs and businesspeople to implement business strategies and generate business opportunities as well as more jobs.
   Activities: Public awareness campaign, launching an accelerator application, selection, acceleration activities, and chosen companies design a project.

2. **Georgia Tech & UTP Panama**
   Countries: Panama & USA
   Objectives: To train and build the capacity of UTP to increase the rate of innovation to led to economic development in the country. Target groups include: student entrepreneurs, faculty members, and senior staff.
   Activities: Data gathering and analysis, planning and coordination with local partners, meetings, webinars (both pre-and post-workshops), workshops, and convergence activities.

3. **Red Nacional de Grupos Gestores**
   Countries: Guatemala, Honduras, and Costa Rica (South to South)
   Objectives: Reinforce capacities, share methodologies, development opportunities between support centers for MSMEs in Central America.
   Activities: Sharing workshops/experiences/models, transfer of methodologies, joint training sessions, and strengthening of MSMEs and entrepreneurship.

4. **Iteo & New York SBDC**
   Countries: Mexico & USA
   Objectives: To provide counselor training, the exchange and spread of knowledge/best practices/methodologies, work with underserved communities, and promote international trade growth.
   Activities: Best practices exchange, pilot project to help small businesses increase their export/import capacities, provide counseling training, and provide small business opportunity in underserved communities.

5. **CMU-UNPHC**
   Countries: Dominican Republic & El Salvador
   Objectives: To strengthen 4 existing SBDC in DR, increase capacity of business advisors and mentors, generate direct employment and promote female entrepreneurs.
   Activities: Diagnosis and selection of participants, training for advisors, material and content preparation, training for participants, advising/mentoring, evaluation and monitoring, and final report preparation.

6. **FORMIPYMES- Lamar University**
   Countries: Honduras & USA
Objectives: To strengthen SBDC methodology, integrate small businesses with regulations, establish microfinancing scheme, foster entrepreneurial culture, and generate economic impact.
Activities: Develop mentor program, train staff, capacity building, and knowledge transfer for clients.

7. **Universidad Icesi & the University of Missouri**
   - **Countries:** Colombia & USA
   - **Objectives:** Analyze and adapt methodologies related with innovation and internationalization to compensate for the lag in Colombia. This is achieved through internship program in the US and visits to Colombia.
   - **Activities:** Internship exchange program with Icesi officials, site visits of Missouri SBTDC clients, transfer of knowledge/best practices

8. **Golfo de Fonseca (CDE MPYME GF)**
   - **Countries:** Honduras & USA
   - **Objectives:** To strengthen abilities and competencies of BDC in the area of innovation and tech for women and youth. Develop business models for innovators and create spaces of business to promote and strengthen business initiatives to build up network and business opportunities.
   - **Activities:** Preparation of work plan with the Missouri SBTDC, virtual meetings for preparation, 1 internship for 5 advisors, the training for 12 entrepreneurs, evaluation phase, the creation of a co-working space, and the participation in fair events.

9. **MIPYMES UNPHU & UNPHU CEM**
   - **Countries:** Dominican Republic & El Salvador
   - **Objectives:** Train and advise women microentrepreneurs on business and financial management issues, so that they can regularize their financial situation and improve their access to formal banking financing. Accompany microentrepreneurs in the evolution of their business models, the optimal use of financial resources, growth in sales and the generation of employment.

10. **Universidad del Pacifico - Emprende UP & Duquesne University SBDC - Pittsburgh**
    - **Countries:** Peru & USA
    - **Objectives:** To increase the number of businesses served and assist them in improving their performance through adding jobs, obtaining additional financing where needed, increasing sales and increasing participation in international trade.

11. **EAN University & Illinois SBD**
    - **Countries:** Colombia & USA
    - **Objectives:** Of the five key purposes for grant funds under the SBNA Partnership Program, this proposal directly supports the first four: expand the SBDC model; increase small business counseling skills; strengthen center to center SBNA partnerships; and increase international trade.

12. **El Salvador UFG- CDMPE & Honduras CDE MIPYME Valles de Comayagua Region 2**
    - **Countries:** El Salvador & Honduras
Objectives: 1) Integral development of entrepreneurs and the strengthening of the centers of attention for SBDC participants. 2) Formation of technological and innovative entrepreneurs. 3) Generation of direct employments. 4) Promotion of the entrepreneurial culture of the regions and empowerment of entrepreneurial ecosystem of each region.

13. Fundacion Mexico Estados Unidos para la Ciencia (FUMEC) & Business Initiative Corporation - Milwaukee WWBIC
Countries: Mexico and USA
Objectives: Increased job creation or better employment through small business owners, women-owned businesses receiving technical assistance, Make Your Money Talk graduates, and women who completed a business plan.

14. PROMIPYME - San Marcos Region and Alta Verapaz Region & Columbia University SBDC
Countries: Guatemala and USA
Objectives: Strengthen the capacities of the Promipyme centers of San Marcos and Alta Verapaz, Guatemala, through the exchange of methodologies and experiences developed by the University of Columbia, New York. Strengthen opportunities for development and acceleration of potential MSMEs through the pairing of the Centers involved and the marketing opportunities that are identified.

15. MiPyMES Center - ISA University & CDE MIPYME Golfo de Fonseca
Countries: Dominican Republic and Honduras
Objectives: Strengthen the skills and capabilities of the ISA MiPyMEs Center in the use of value chain study methodologies and the franchising process, to improve the offer and provision of these services for its clients, so that they can improve their competitiveness and result in the creation of jobs, especially for young people and women.

16. Brazilian Institute for Quality & Productivity IBQP and VelocityTX
Countries: Brazil and USA
Objectives: Provide local entrepreneurial capacity development, business expansion into the USA and global markets, provide global entrepreneurial network connection, and provide access to investor networks in the USA.

17. FUDESOL & Missouri SBTDC
Countries: Guatemala and USA
Objectives: The general purpose it to achieve a certificate of training program for entrepreneurs developed in the locations in Guatemala City and Jalapa with the help of our partners, the Missouri Small Business and Technology Development Centers (SBTDC).

18. CDE MIPYME Golfo de Fonseca & University of Missouri
Countries: Honduras and USA
Objectives: Strengthen the professional competences of the business advisors of the Red CDE MIPYME of Honduras involved in these initiatives; improving their knowledge in innovative methodologies for the creation of new entrepreneurships and the strengthening of high-impact enterprises led by members of two vulnerable groups in our country, such as women and youth.
19. CDMYPE ADEL Morazán, El Salvador and Maryland Small Business Development Center of the United States
Countries: El Salvador & USA
Objectives: Strengthen the tourism chain in Morazán, El Salvador. Improve tourism capacity of at least 4 companies in the sector belonging to the 2 tourist circuits located in the northern area of the department so they can access new national and international markets, thus generating greater employment opportunities for women and young people.
Activities: transfer methodology in tourism businesses. Action plans will be drawn up for implementation with at least 4 companies, belonging to the 2 tourist circuits in the northern part of Morazan. Implementation of a pilot strategy with the four companies.

20. Inter-National Trade Center-SBDC of Oklahoma State University OSU ITC-SBDC of OKLAHOMA and CDMYPE UNICAES Santa Ana of El Salvador
Countries: El Salvador & USA
Objectives: Export strengthening project for entrepreneurs and business women with special emphasis on women-led companies.
Activities: transfer knowledge and experiences to 25 companies. After the project, continue supporting the companies with the equipment that will be purchased. Adapt the image of the products of 12 companies to the demands of national and international markets.

Countries: Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador
Objectives: Strengthen the capacities of two PROMIPYME centers in Guatemala and the ADEL of Honduras and El Salvador, through the identification of local, regional and international market opportunities, training of actors and implementation of a pilot test of the marketing strategy.
Activities: Diagnosis of organizations, Identification of market opportunities, Identification of the offer of organizations and producers, Systematization of the export process, Training of actors in marketing and export processes, Identification of a successful marketing experience and exchange of managers and selected producers of the organizations, Strengthening of Mipymes.

22. Nevada SBDC (USA) and Business Development Center of the Sula Valley and Chamber of Commerce and Industries of Cortés (Honduras).
Countries: Honduras & USA
Objectives: Develop a business acceleration model based on innovation that generates a methodology that will help Honduran entrepreneurs and businesspeople to implement innovative business strategies and generate business opportunities as well as more jobs.
Activities: Public awareness campaign, launching and application, selection of companies, acceleration activities and dissemination.
23. "CDE MIPYME-Region West - Honduras and The New Jersey Small Business Development Center (SBDC) at Rutgers University Business School-New Brunswick
Countries: Honduras & USA
Objectives: To strengthen and specialized institutional skills of the CDE MIPYME-ROC in business planning, to improve advisory services in Honduras West region sector SMEs and to develop training for Counselors and Instructors to lead small, micro and established businesses in utilizing Lean Business Planning techniques designed improve small business success rates.
Activities: Technical training to the staff advisor of the CDE MIPYME-ROC in formulation, implementation and evaluation of business plans, Design and implementation of methodology for the (formulation, follow-up and evaluation of business plans). Technical advice to 100 SMEs to formulate and implement their business plans. Providing templates and instructors guides and toolkits to prepare current and future teams of business aspirants and owners.

24. CDMYPE UNICAES CRI, El Salvador and Pontificia Universidad Católica Madre y Maestra Dominican Republic
Countries: El Salvador & Dominican Republic
Objectives: Strengthen business services through the exchange of experiences in the implementation of the SBDC model by CDMYPE UNICAES, CRI to the Mipymes Center of the Pontificia Universidad Catolica Madre y Maestra.
Activities: Webinar on the construction of good practices in business services. Development of a face-to-face workshop to strengthen the priority economic sectors. Workshop on the exchange of advisory methodology in female entrepreneurship. Workshop on the exchange of development strategy and implementation of advisory in information technologies and communications in the MSEs, linked with the academic sector and promotion of the Center. Exchange of advisers between Centers. Control and evaluation of the project. Preparation of memoir of project activities.

25. Fundación México Estados Unidos para la Ciencia A.C. (México) and CDE, MPYME Golfo de Fonseca (Honduras)
Countries: Mexico & Honduras
Objectives: In this sense, the Agribusiness Incubator project aims to strengthen the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises of the Valles de Olancho Region through a similar SBDC model implement an agribusiness incubation program, where initiatives are developed in order to link the production of the Department of Olancho, with commercial companies with fair trade philosophy.
Activities: Transfer of Agribusiness Incubation methodology from FUMEC to CDE MIPYME Valles Region de Olancho. Implementation of the Agribusiness Incubation Methodology in the Region 8 of Honduras. Establishment of the microfinance program.

26. Center for Business Development of the MIPYME Santa Bárbara Region Honduras and MIPYME Center Pontificia Universidad Católica Madre y Maestra of Santiago de los Caballeros, Dominican Republic.
Countries: Honduras & Dominican Republic
Objectives: Promote female business associativity, productive innovation and marketing in the natural fiber chain in poor communities.
Activities: Supply of basic equipment and raw material for production. Training component. Marketing components. Organizational development activities (training for associates and female leaderships).

27. Centro América, El Salvador, Universidad de Oriente and America's SBDC Connecticut USA
Countries: El Salvador & USA
Objectives: The proposal seeks to strengthen the service model and the capabilities of the Development Center of Micro and Small Enterprises of Universidad de Oriente to provide effective business development services to entrepreneurs, mainly young people and women, as well as micro and small entrepreneurs.
Activities: Development of a training plan for the technical team of CDMYPE and CENTRO EMPRENDedor. Socialization of terms of reference with Connecticut SBDC. Proposal for the transfer of methodology. Development of training at CDMYPE-UNIVO by the SBDC of the University of Connecticut. Internships of two advisors for specialization in issues of attention to entrepreneurs with a focus on technological innovation. Replica of methodological transfer to entrepreneurs and companies served by the center. Replica of methodological transfer of specialization of interns to technical personnel of CDMYPE-UNIVO and CENTRO EMPRENDedor. Dissemination of the project at territorial level

28. PROMIPYME PRODETUR SACATEPEQUEZ Guatemala CENTER and Centro de Competitividad de México and Entrepreneurs Manos Creativas A.C. de México
Countries: Guatemala & Mexico
Objectives: Strengthening of capacities for micro, small and medium-sized companies in Guatemala, belonging to the light industry for their expansion into the Mexican market.
Activities: Transfer to advisors of the Center of Guatemala by the Mexican Competitiveness Center about the minimum skills and abilities that Guatemalan companies in the project must have to enter the Mexican market. Transfer of knowledge and first filter of Guatemalan companies. Development and strengthening of skills and abilities of the entrepreneurs of the three clusters in the country of origin, speech and first filter of companies. With the pre-selected companies, a second and final filter of the business models will be carried out through mentoring and feedback, virtually with the Mexican Competitiveness Center and in coordination with the Center's advisors in Guatemala. Soft-landing and integration towards supply chains. With the six companies selected in component 2, as they are projects that present export quality, a delegation will be formed to travel to Mexico and fulfill an agenda with potential Mexican buyers. Documentation of success stories. Generation of contents of winners. Of those selected to participate in the soft landing, a report will be made, a document for the sale of the project and photographic material will be generated for dissemination in both countries.

29. Cámara de Comercio de Guatemala and Universidad ISA, Santiago, República Dominicana
Countries: Guatemala & Dominican Republic
Objectives: develop a business acceleration model based on internationalization and shared markets between businessmen in Guatemala and Dominican Republic to implement a strategy and generate business opportunities.
Activities: Selection criteria for the 30 companies. A team from each country will trip to the other in order to give training in local market, customs, and market research focused in the consultancy team and in the businessmen selected in the program. Preparation to internationalize companies. Trade Mission Exchange and diffusion.

30. "Centro Promipyme Cámara de Comercio Filial Quetzaltenango (Guatemala) and CDE MIPYME Valle de Comayagua (Honduras)"
Countries: Guatemala & Honduras
Objectives: Create a platform to learn and exchange best practices and new knowledge between the cocoa smallholders and cocoa-based products small and medium entrepreneurs of Guatemala and Honduras to implement innovative business strategies and generate business opportunities as well as more jobs.
Activities: Convene and select cocoa producers and cocoa-based products from Guatemala and Honduras that participate in the program according to a profile to be defined for the participants. Develop a training, advisory and technical assistance program for the participants in the program, based on a business model strategy, market prospection, training in organic agriculture, good manufacturing practices and innovation in product development. Organize in double way between the two countries, a best practice exchange experience between Guatemala and Honduras entrepreneurs.